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The National Healthcare Coalitions Preparedness Conference (NHCPC) is an evolving meeting created by coalitions, for coalitions.

A healthcare coalition is a group of healthcare organizations, public safety and public health partners that join forces for the common cause of making their communities safer, healthier and more resilient. Coalitions are forming all around the United States to support communities before, during and after disasters and other crises.

The NHCPC provides a forum for sharing ideas, innovations and best practices for building and growing coalitions.
Nicole Lurie, MD, MSPH, Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response
HPP going forward:
*Nimble, coordinated, and resilient*

- All HCCs capable of managing a response
  - Use incident management
  - Align with nimble, trained NDMS/MRC
  - Response capabilities a new HPP requirement next project period

- New resources available to help
  - Hospital surge evaluation tool
  - Health care coalition surge evaluation tool
  - Social network analysis
  - Technical Resources, Assistance Center, and Information Exchange (TRACIE)

- CMS Proposed Rule provides HCCs opportunities for new roles and increased sustainability in 2016 by coordinating implementation
Is your HCC ready to respond to a Paris-style event?

- How quickly could your HCC stand up?
- Could you distribute patients and mitigate surge of patients from multiple locations to nearest appropriate health facilities? Decompress busy facilities?
- Could you distribute/redistribute key medical supplies across multiple facilities to avoid shortages?
General Sessions

- Expanding Our Focus, Increasing Resiliency
  
  Former Congresswoman Mary Bono

- Resilience in Health Care Systems
  
  Scott Cormier (VP of EM, MedXcel), Kevin Hanretta (Asst. Sec. for Ops, DVA), Skip Skinington (VP of Healthcare Continuity and Support Services, Kaiser Permanente)

- Ensuring Readiness, Building Resilience
  
  Kana Enomoto (Administrator, Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services), Nicole Lurie (ASPR), Richard Reed (Sr. VP, Disaster Cycle Services, ARC), Karen Smith (Director and State PHO, CA Dept. of Public Health)

- Meeting the Major Challenges Facing Healthcare Coalitions
  
  Mark Fletcher (Dep. Chief of EMS, Baltimore City Fire), Kathleen Rice (Sr. Director, Faegre Backer Daniels Consulting), Stephanie Spoolstra (Dep. Director, Adult Mental Health and Addiction Services, Indiana), Juli Trtanj (NOAA One Health), William Craig Vanderwagen (Managing Director, RADM–USPHS–retired)
Break Out Sessions
Using the Delphi Technique to Conduct a HVA

The Role of Social Work in Emergency Preparedness with Minority Communities

Improving Long-Term Care Resiliency: Using Proven Mutual Aid Concepts For Disaster

Integrating Individuals Experiencing Homelessness Into Disaster Response

Mass Gatherings

Behavioral Health: Building Coalitions & Partnerships

Ebola Readiness: Coalition Perspective on Regional Cooperation

Hurricane Sandy Research

Global to Local: Reverse Innovation in Building Coalitions- Lessons Learned from Abroad

Fundamentals of Regional Hospital Planning For Pediatric Disasters

Economics & Sustainability in Healthcare Preparedness

No Notice Surge

Developing a Resilient Workforce: Innovations in Training & HR Policies
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medical Countermeasures Planning &amp; Response: What Challenges Do Healthcare Coalitions Need to Know?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Communicating Risk When Disease is Communicated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational Awareness Map Applications (San Diego Urban Area)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Planning &amp; Responding to Active Shooter &amp; Complex Attack Incidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realistic, Rigorous, Resourceful: Disaster Health and Medical Training Innovations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long Term Care: Engaging LTC in Business Continuity Planning Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expanding Partnerships: NGO’s in Healthcare Coalition Planning, Response &amp; Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Health Effects of Disaster Media Coverage on Children, Adults &amp; Communities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EMS and BioSurveillance: Opportunity For Coalition Collaboration

Healthcare Coalition Ebola Preparedness & Response Strategy

Preparing for the Unexpected Mass Casualty Event

Long Term Care: Keeping Emergencies From Becoming Disasters

Medicare Data: Advancing Coalition Medical Surge & Crisis Standards of Care Planning

Improving Coalition Information Sharing Through Use of Medical Intelligence Centers
Community Values & The Allocation of Scarce Medical Resources in Disasters

Innovations in Emergency Management & Healthcare: Federal Initiatives

Building Responder Resilience: Lessons Learned in Field Response to Ebola Virus Disease in West Africa

Quantifying Quality Management Alignment Between Hospitals & EMS Agencies: Community Paramedicine & Beyond

Stronger Together: The San Diego Model For Skilled Nursing Mutual Aid

Measuring Readiness to Promote Resiliency: Operational Metrics & Standards

Rapid Patient Surge: Quantifying Resource Needs For Hospital & Regional Planning

Reducing the Surge of Non-Emergent Dialysis Patients After Disasters
Operationalize a Coalition: Lessons Learned from Super Bowl XLIX

Networks, Maps & Theories of Healthcare Coalitions

Case Studies in Coalition Building: Long Term Care

Dark Days & Defining Moments: Building Fatality Management Capability

Emerging Infections

Case Studies in Coalition Building & Coordination: Presented by the Colorado Healthcare Coalition Council & New York City Health Care Coalition

BioWatch & Healthcare Coalitions: Advancing Regional Healthcare Biopreparedness

Who You Gonna Call? A Regional Approach to Responding to Infectious Disease

Disaster Behavior Health: mHealth, TeleHealth & Other Innovations
Thank you.
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Case Studies in Coalition Building & Coordination
Mud, Sweat & EMS: The Truth Behind the Mud Run Craze!
Post Conference Workshops

Ready, Set, Go! Emergency Preparedness Training

Adding Value Through Exercise Design

Fundamentals of Medical Planning

The Business of Coalitions: Building Effective, Sustainable Organizations

Developing Resilience: The Behavioral Healthcare Community

Emergency Management 101

Mass Gathering Operations

Business Continuity for Healthcare Facilities and Coalitions
VENDORS
VENDORS:

Grainger

3M

G>ER Global Emergency Resources

All Clear Emergency Management Group

Intermedix

Med Sled

DMS

Medtronic

And many others
December in San Diego, CA
GOOD BYE SAN DIEGO!
Application Period for 2016 NHCC Now Open
Washington, DC